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x Theoretical physicist Toby Jacobson, my protdgd since age 1 3, shows a simple
demonstration of inertia. a The balanced rock more strikingiy illustrates inertia. a David
Yee asks his students which string, the lower or the upper, will break when he suddenly
yanks downward on the lower string.

Isaac Newton
(1642-1727)

'ff

& &od said, Let Newton bel and all was lightl"
\&Alexander Pope.

In this and many other chapters we will study the ideas

of Isaac Newton, one of the greatest minds of all time.
Newton was born prematurely on ChristmasDay, 1642,

and barely survived in his mother's
farmhouse in England. His father
died several months before his
birth, and hg grew up under the
care of his mother and grand-
mother. As a child, he showed no
particular signs of brightness, and,

as a young teen, he was taken out of
school to help manage his mother's
farm. He had little interest in this,
preferring to read books he bor-
rowed from a neighbor. An uncle,
who sensed the scholarly potential
in young Isaac, arranged for him to
go back to school for a year and

then on to the University of Cambridge, where he stayed

for 5 years, graduating without particular distinction.
\When a plague swept through England, Newton

retreated to his mothert farm-this time to continue his
studies. There, at the age of 22 and23,helaid the foun-
dations for the work that was to make him immortal.
Seeing an apple fall to the ground led him to consider the
force of gravity extending to the Moon and beyond. He
formulated the law of universal gravitation and applied it
to solving the centuries-old mysteries of planetary
motion and ocean tides; he invented the calculus, an
indispensable mathematical tool in science. He extended
the work of Italian scientist Galileo, and formulated the
three fundamental laws of motion. The first of these laws
is the law of inertia, which is the subject of this chapter.

As background to the physics that Newton so clearly
presented, we go back to the 3rd century sc to Aristotle,
the most outstanding philosopher-scientist of his time
in ancient Greece. Aristotle attempted to clarifi, motion
by classification.



CHAPTER 2

Aristotle on Motion

I
/l ,irro,l. divided morion inro two main classes: narural tnotion and uiolenr
l\*otion.\7e briefly consider each, not as study material, but as a background
presenr-day ideas abour motion.
,\ristotle asserted that natural motion proceeds from the "nature" of an object,

-.rendent on the combination of the four elements (earth, watet air, and fire) the
:iect contains. In his view, every object in the universe has a proper place, deter-

:- -:-reC by its "nature"; any object not in its proper place will "strive" to get there. Being
: rhe earth, an unsupported lurnp of clay will fall to the ground; being of the air, an

-:impeded puffof smoke will rise; being a mixture of earth and air but predomi-
..,-ntly earth, a feather falls to the ground, but not as rapidly as a lump of clay. He

,:ated that heavier objects would strive harder and argued that objects should fall at
.:ee ds proportional to their weights: The heavier the object, the faster it should fall.

Natural motion could be either straight up or straight down, as in the case of
..1 things on Earth, or it could be circular, as in the case of celestial objects.

- nlike up-and-down motion, circular motion has no beginning or end, repear-
rg itself without deviation. Aristotle believed that different rules apply to the
r.avens and asserted that celestial bodies are perfect spheres made ofa perfect
.rd unchanging substance, which he called quintessence. 1 1Th. only celestial
bject with any detectable variation on its face was the Moon. Medieval Chris-

:ians, still under the sway of Aristotle's teaching, ignorantly explained that
-rnar imperfections were due to the closeness of the Moon and contamination
rv human corruption on Earth.)

Violent motion, Aristotle's other class of motion, resulted from pushing or
:ulling forces. Violent motion was imposed motion. A person pushing a cart or lift-
:rg a heary weight imposed motion, as did someone hurling a stone or winning a

:ug of war. The wind imposed motion on ships. Floodwaters imposed it on boul-
lers and tree trunks. The essential thing about violent motion was thar it was exter-
rally caused and was imparted to objects; they moved not of themselves, not by
:heir "nature," but because of pushes or pulls.

The concept of violent motion had its difficulties, for the pushes and pulls
:esponsible for it were not always evident. For example, a bowstring moved an
rrrow untii the arrow left the bow; after that, further explanation of the arrow's
:notion seemed to require some other pushing agent. Aristotle imagined, therefore,
:hat a parting of the air by the moving arrow resulted in a squeezing effect on the
:ear of the arrow as the air rushed back to prevent a vacuum from forming. The
arrow was propelled through the air as a bar of soap is propelled in the bathtub
ri'hen you squeeze one end of it.

To sum up, Aristotle taught that all motions are due to the nature of the moving
object, or due to a sustained push or pull. Provided that an object is in its proper
place, it will not move unless subjected to a force. Except for celestial objects, the
normal state is one of rest.

Aristotle's statements about motion were a beginning in scientific thought,
and, although he did not consider them to be the final words on the subject, his
followers for nearly 2000 years regarded his views as beyond question. Implicit in
the thinking of ancient, medieval, and early Renaissance times was the notion
that the normal state of objects is one of rest. Since it was evident to most thinkers
until the 16th century that Earth must be in its proper place, and since a force
capable of moving Earth was inconceivable, it seemed quite clear to them that
Earth does not move.

:Qr,irrt"rr.,r.. is the fJih essence, the other four being earth, water, air, and fire.
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Nicolaus Copernicus
(r473-r543)

lsn't lt common sense to think of Earth in its proper place and that a force
to move it is inconceivable, as Aristotle held, and that Earth is at rest in
this universe?

Check Your Answer

Arjstotle's views were log ical and con sistent with everyday observation s. So, unless

you become fam jljar wjth the physics to follow jn this book, Aristotle's views about

motjon do make common sense. But, as you acquire new information about nature's

rules,you'11 likelyfindyourcommon sense progresslng beyondAristotelian thinking.

tt Aristotle (18+-:22 BC)

h 
=*i*tt*i"'ii 

i i,',r'iil; ii* ",, iffi:Hi.':i','i:',.,,,
physician who personally served the cal world. His system-
king of Macedonia. At r7 he entered the ' atic approach became
Academy of P1ato, where he worked and the method from which
studied for 20 years until Plato's death. Western science later
He then beca me th e 1 utor of yo u ng arose. After his death
Alexander the Creat. Eight years late1 he his voluminous note-
formed his own school. Aristotle's aim books were preserved in
was to systematize existing knowledge, caves near his home
just as Euclid had systematized geome and were later sold to the library at
try. Aristotle made critical observations, Alexandria. Scholarly activity ceased in
collected speclmens, and gathered most of Europe through the Dark Ages,

forgotten and lost jn the
schol arship th at contin-
ued in the Byzantine and
1s1 amic empires, Various
texts were reintroduced
to Europe durlng the ttth
and rzth centuries and
tran sl ated into Latin. The

Church, the dominant
politlcal and cultural

force in Western Europe, flrst prohibited
the works ofArjstotle andthen accepted
and incorporated them jnto Chrjstjan
doctrin -..

W Copernicus and the Moving Earth

It
It was in this intellectual climate that the Polish astronomer Nicolaus Coperni-
lcus (1473-7543) formulated his theory of the moving Earth. Copernicus rea-

soned that the simplest way to account for the observed motions of the Sun, Moon,
and planets through the sky was to assume that Earth (and other planets) fude
around rhg $!r- For years he worked without making his thoughts public-for two
reasons. The first was that he feared persecution; a theory so completely different
from common opinion would surely be taken as an attack on established order. The
second reason was that he had grave doubts about it himself; he could not reconcile
the idea of a moving Earth with the prevailing ideas of motion. Finaily, in the last

days of his life, at the urging of close friends, he sent his De Reuolutionibus rc the
printer. The first copy of his famous exposition reached him on the day he died-
May 24,7543.

Most of us know about the reaction of the medieval Church to the idea that
Earth travels around the Sun. Because Aristotle's views had become so formidably a

part of Church doctrine, to contradict ihem was ro quesrion the Church itself. For
many Church leaders, the idea of a moving Earth threatened not only their author-
ity but the very foundations of faith and civilization as well. For better or for worse,

this new idea was to overturn their conception of the 6656e5-2l1hough eventually
the Church embraced it.

togethel summ arzed,and classified and the works of Aristotle were
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Galileo and the Leaning Tower

I
[ ,.as Galiieo, the foremost scientist of the early lZth century, who gave cre-
.il. :-nce to the copernican view of a moving Earth. He accomplished this by dis-

: - ,. ie rhe Aristotelian ideas about motion. Although he was not the first ro point
- 

-.::rculties in Aristotlet views, Galiieo was the first to provide conclusive .ifut"-' *rough observation and experiment.

'-.:1eo easiiy demolished Aristotle's falling-body hypothesis. Galileo is said to
. j:opped objects of various weights from the top of the LeaningTower of pisa

- :lpare their falls. Contrary to Aristotlet assertion, Galileo found that a srone
, - ,:s hear,y as another did not fall twice as fast. Except for the small effecr of air
,::rce, he found that objects of various weights, when released at the same rime,
:,rqether and hit the ground at the same time. On one occasion, Galileo

:.:Jlr'attracted a large crowd to wirness the dropping of two objects of different
: .rr from the top of the tower. Legend has it that many observers of this demon-
" :-on rvho saw the objects hit the ground together scoffed at the young Gaiileo
: :ontinued to hold fast to their Aristotelian ieachings.

Calileo's lnclined PIanes

f
I l alileo was concerned with how t.hings move rarher than why rhey move. He
\J showed that experiment rarher than logic is the best test of knowledge. Aris-

... rvas an astute observer of narure, and he dealt with problems around him
...:er than with abstracr cases that did not occur in his environmenr. Motion
' -ir-s involved a resistive medium such as air or warer. He believed a vacuum to

, -n-rpossible and therefore did not give serious consideration to motion in the
. :-nce of an interacting medium. That's why it was basic to Aristotle that an
:'ect requires a push or pull to keep it moving. And it was this basic principle that

'.iileo rejected when he srated that, if there is no interference with a moving
: 'e ct, it will keep moving in a straight line forever; no push, pull, or force of any
..rd is necessary.

Calileo e ahlei

alileo was born in Pisa, lta1y, 1n the
sarn e year Sh akespeare was born

and Michelangelo died. He studied med
rcine at the University of Pjsa and then
changed to mathematics. He developed
an early interest ln motjon and was'
,oor at odds with his conIernporaries,
r,vho held to Aristotelian ideas on falling
bodies. Calileo's experiments with
fa11in g bodies dj scredited Aristotl e's

assertion that the speed of a falling
object was proportional to its weight, as

discussed above. But quite importantly,
Calileo's findings also threatened the
authority of the Church, who held that
the teachings of Aristotle were part of

Church doctrine. Calileo
went on to report his
telescopic observatjon s,

which qot him further
in trouble with the
Church. He told ofhis
sightings of moons that
orblted the planet
Jupiter.The Church,
however, taught that everything in the
heavens revolved around Earth. Calileo
also reported dark spots on the Sun, but
according to Church doctrine, Cod
created the Sun as a perfect source of
1ight, without blem jsh. Under pressure,
Calileo recanted his discoveries and
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FTGURE 2.1

Galileot famous demonstration.

Calileo was concerned with
how things move rather than
why they move. He showed that
experinenL "ather than log'c's
the best test of knowledge.

avoided the fate of
Ciordano Bruno, who
heldfirm to his belief in
the Copernlcan model of
the solar system and was
burned at the stake in
r6oo. Nevertheless,

Calileo was sentenced to
perpetual h ouse arrest.

(r554*r 6qz)

Earliel he had damaged his eyes while
investigating the Sun in his telescopic
studies, which led to bllndness at the
age of 74. He died 4 years 1ater. Every ag e

has intellectual rebels, some of whom
push the frontjers ofknowledge further.
Among them is certainly Calileo.
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Slope downward-
Speed increases

SIope upward-
Speed decreases

No slope-
Does speed change?

FIGURE 2.2
Motion of balls on various planes.

..i, l

::-
, . Calileo publlshed the first

m athematical treatm ent of
r motion in t63z-tzyears after the
' Pilqrims landed at Plymouth Rock.

FIGURE 2.3

A ball rolling down an incline on the

left tends to ro11 up to its initial
height on the right. The ball must
roll a greater distance as the angle of
incline on the right is reduced.

Galileo tested this hypothesis by experimenting with the motion of various

objects on plane surfaces tilted at various angles. He noted that balls rolling on

downward-sloping planes picked up speed, while balls rolling on upward-slopins

planes lost speed. From this he reasoned that balls rolling along a horizontal plane

would neither speed up nor slow down. The ball would finaily come to rest not

because of its "nature," but because of friction. This idea was supported br-

Galileo's observation of motion along smoother surfaces: \7hen there lvas less fric-

tion, the motion of objects persisted for a longer time; the iess the friction, the

more the motion approached constant speed. He reasoned that, in the absence of
friction or other opposing forces, a horizontally moving object would continue

moving indefinitely.
Thii assertion was supported by a different experiment and another line of rea-

soning. Galileo placed two of his inclined planes facing each other. He observed

that Ja[ released from a position of rest at the top of a downward-sloping plane

rolled down and then Llp the slope of the upward-sloping plane until it almost

reached its initial height. He reasoned that only friction prevented it from rising to

exactly the same height, for the smoother the planes, the closer the ball rose to the

same height. Then he reduced the angle of the upward-sloping plane. Again the ball

rose to the same height, but it had to go farther. Additional reductions of the angle

yielded similar results; to reach the same height, the ball had to go farther each time.

He then asked the question, "If I have a long horizontal plane, how far must the ball

go to reach the same height?" The obvious answer is "Fofever-it will never reach

its initial height."'
Galileo analyzed this in still another way. Because the downward motion of the

ball from the first plane is the same for all cases, the speed of the ball when it begins

moving up the second plane is the same for all cases. If it moves up a steep slope, it
loses iti speed rapidly. On a lesser slope, it loses its speed more slowly and rolls for a

longer time. The less the upward slope, the more slowly it loses its speed. In the

.*,.i-. case in which there is no slope at ail-that is, when the plane is horizontal-
the ball should not lose any speed. In the absence of retarding forces, the tendency

of the ball is to move forever without slowing down. \7e call this property of an

object to resist changes in motion inertia.
Galileo's concept of inertia discredited the Aristotelian theory of motion.

Aristotle did not recognize the idea of inertia because he failed to imagine what

motion would be like without friction. In his experience, all motion was subject to

lnitial position Final position

lnitial position Final position

Where is final position?

lnitial position

2From Galileo's Didlogues Concerning the Truo Neu Sciences.
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' 
':-)tance, and he made this fact central to his theory of motion. Aristotle's failure to

: :,rqnize friction for what it is-namely, a force rike any other-impeded the
sress of physics for nearly 2000 years, until the time of ilalileo. An application

- Galile^os concept of inertia would show that no force is required. to keep Earth- -.'ing forward. The way was open for Isaac Newton to syr-rthesize a new vision of
- : Llniverse.

would it be correct to say that inertia is the reason a moving object
continues in motion when no force acts upon it?

Check Your Answer

ln the strict sense, no. we don't krow the reason for objects persisting in thelr
motron when no forces act upon them. we refer to the property of material
objects to behave in this predictable way as inertia. we understand many things
and have labels and names for these things. There are many thlngs we do not
understand, and we have labels and names for these things also. Educatjon con
sists not so m,ch 1n acquiring new narnes and labels, but 1n learning whlch phe
nomena we understand and which we don,t.

rn 1642, severai months after Galileo died, Isaac Newton was born. By the time
{ervton was 23, he developed his famous laws of motion, which compreted the
''.errhrow of the Aristotelian ideas that had dominated the thinking of ,h. b.r,

:'rir.rds for nearly two millennia. In this chapter, we will consider the firsiof Newtont
-.r's. Ir is a resraremenr of the concept of inertia as proposed earlier by Galileo.
\ewtont three laws of motion first appeared in one of ,h. -ort important books
,ialI time, Newron's Principia.)

'' Newton's First Law of Motion
I
[ ,istotl., ,dea that.a moving object must be propelled by a steady force was
J l.completely turned around by Galileo, wholraied th"t, i,, rhe absence of a

rcrce, a moving object will continue moving. The tendency of things ro resisr
:hanges in motion was what Galileo called inertia. Newton refined Galileot idea
.ind made it his first law, appropriately called the Iaw of inertia. From Newton,s
,Dincipia (translated from the original Latin):

Every objecr continues in a srate ofrest or ofuniform speed in a
straight line unless acted on by a nonzero net force.

The key word in this law is continues: An object continues to do w,hatever it hap-
?ens to be doing unless a force is exerted upon it. Ifit is at rest, it continues in a state
ol rest..This is nicely demonstrated when a tablecloth is skillfully whipped from
.rnder dishes on a tabletop, Ieaving the dishes in their initial state oi...,. Tii, p.op-
:rty of objects ro resist changes in motion is called inertia.

If_an object is moving, it continues ro move without turning or changing its
speed. This is evident in space probes that continually move i.r ortir rp"... ih"ig.,
ir.r motion must be imposed against the tendency of an object ro retain its statJof
motion. In the absence of net forces, a moving objecr tends to move along a
straight-line path indefinitely.
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jFds*{ffi
PhysicsFl*cr.e*#
Videos

Newton's Law of lnertia
The Old Tablecloth Trick
Toilet Paper Roll

lnertia of a Cylinder
lnertia of an Anvil

FI6URE 2.,4

Inertia in action.

jnertra jsn't a kind offorce;
1t's a property of all matter to
resist changes jn motion.
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FIGURE 2,5

Examples of inertia

",_**& rM

PhysicsFlace.com
Video

Definition of a Newton

Why will the coin droP

into the glass when a

force accelerates
the card?

Why does the downward

motion and sudden stoP

of the hammer tighten
the hammerhead?

Why is it that a slow

continuous increase in the

downward force breaks

the string above the massive

ball, but a sudden increase

breaks the lower string?

A hockey puck sliding across the 1ce finally comes to rest. How would

Aristotle have interpreted this behavior? How would calileo and Newton

h ave interpreted it? H ow would you lnterpret it? (Thi nk before y ou re ad

the answers below!)

Check Your Answers

Aristotle would probably say that the puck slides to a stop because it seeks 1ts

proper and natural state, one of rest. calileo and Newton would probably say that,

once in motion, the puck would continue in motlon and that what prevents con-

tinued motion is not its nature or jts proper rest state, but the friction the prrck

encounters.This frjction is small comparedwlth the frjctjon between the puck

and a wooden floor, which is why the puck slides so much farther on 1ce. only you

can answer the last question.

ffi Net Force

r
I h"rr*., in motion are produced by a force or combination of forces (in the'

Lr-,.*r".h"pter we'Il ..f.i to changes in motion as acceleratioz). A force, in the

simplest ..rr.., i, a push or a pull. Its source may be gravitational, electrical, mag-

netic, or simply -*.,r1"1. effort. When more than a single.force acts on an ob.iect,

we consider ih., oetforce. For example, if you and a friend pull in the same direc-

tion with equal forces on an object, the forces combine to produce a net force twice

as grear 
", 

yoru single force. If each of you pull with equal forces io opposite direc.'

tiJns, the .r.t fo..J is zero. The equal but oppositely directed forces cancel each

other. One of the forces can be .or-riid..ed to be the negative of the other, and they

add algebraically to zero, with a resulting net force of zero'

Figire 2.6 shows how forces combine to produce a net force. A pair of 5-newton

for..I ir-, rhe same direction produce a net force of 10 newtons (the newton, N, is

the scientific unit of force). If the 5-newton forces are in opposite directions, the net

force is zero.If 10 newtons of force is exerted to the right and 5 newtons to the left,

the net force is 5 newtons to the right. The forces are shown by arrows. A quantiry

such as force that has both magnitude and direction is called a uectlr qultntiry)' Ye.c'

tor quantities can be ..p..r.r-rt.d by arrows whose length and direction show the

,r"grri,,rd. and direction of the quantity. (More about vectors in chapter 4.)

You can think ofinertia as

another word for laziness (ot

resistance to change).



CHAPTER 2

d j Personal Essay
affif
S ff tren I was ln hlgh school, my counselor advised me
$ Y not to enroll in science and math classes and instead

.: focus on what seemed to be my gift for art. I took this advjce.
,vas then interested 1n drawing comic strips and in boxing,

-either of which earned me much success. After a st.int in the
-rmy, I trled my luck at slgn palnting, and the cold Boston win
-:rs drove me south to warmer Miamj, Florida.There, at age 26,
got a job painting billboards and met a man who became a

;reat lntellectual influence on me, Burl Crey. Llke me, purl had
rever studied physics in high school. But he was passionate
about science in general, and he shared his passion with many
questions as we painted together. I remember Burl asking me
about the tensions in the ropes that held up the scaffold we
were on.The scaffold was simply a heavy horizontal plank sus-
pended by a pair of ropes. Burl twang ed th e rope nearest his
end of the scaffold and asked me to do the same with mine. He
was comparing the tensions in both ropes-to determine
which was greater. Burl was heavier than I was, and he rea-
soned that the tension in his rope was greater. Like a more
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gradually decrease as I walked toward Burl. lt was fun posing
such questions and seeing if we could answer them.

A question that we couldn't answer was whether or not the
decrease in tension in my rope when I walked away from it
would be exactly compensated by a tension increase in Burl,s
rope. For example, if my rope underwent a decrease of 5o new_
tons, would Burl's rope gain 5o newtons? (We talked pounds
back then, but here we use the scientific unit offorce, the
newton-abbreviated N.) Would the gain be exactly 5o N? And,
jf so, would th js be a grand cojncidence? | dldn't know the
answer until more than a year 1ate1 when Burl's st.imulatjon
resulted 1n my leaving full-time painting and going to college
to learn more about science.3

At col1ege, I learned that any object at rest, such as the slgn_
palnting scaffold that supported us, is sajd to be in equillbrium.
That is, all the forces that act on it balance to zero. So the sums
ofthe upward forces supplled by the supportlng ropes lrdeed
do add up to our weights plus the weight of the scaffo1d. A 5o-N
loss in one would be accompanied by a 5o N gain in the other.

tightly stretched guitar string, the rope with greater tension
twangs at a higher pltch.The finding that Burl's rope had a
higher pitch seemed reasonable because hls rope supported
more of the load.

When I walked toward Burl to borrow one of his brushes, he
asked ifthe tensions jn the ropes had changed. Drd tension jn
his rope increase as I moved closer? We aqreed that jt should
have, because even more of the load was supported by Burl's
rope. How about my rope? Would its tension decrease? We
agreed that it wouid, for it would be supporting less of the total
load. I was unaware at the time that I was dlscussing physics.
Buri and i used exaggeratjon to bolster our reasoning (just as
physicists do). lf we both stood at an extreme end of the scaf-
fold and leaned outward, jt was easy to imagine the opposite
end of the scaffold rising like the end of a seesaw-with the
opposite rope going 1imp. Then there would be no tens jon in
that rope. We then reasoned the tens jon in my rope would

T2-50N

I tell this true story to make the point that one's thinklng is
very dlfferent when there js a rule to guide it. Now when I look
at any motionless object I know immediately that all the forces
acting on jt cancel out. We view nature differently when we
know jts rules. Wjthout the rules of physics, we tend to be
superstltious and to see magic where there is none. O_uite won_
derful1y, everything is connected to everything else by a sur-
prisingly small number of rules, and in a beautifully simple
way.The rules ofnature are what the study ofphyslcs is about.

I I am forever jndebted to Burl Crey for the stimulatjon he provided, for
when I continued with formal educatior, it was with enthusiasm. I lost
touch wjth Burl f or 4o years. A student jn my class at th e Exploratorlum
in San Francisco, Jayson Wechtel who was a private cletective, located
hlm in r998 and put us in contact. Friendship renewed, we once again
co'l.nue n sp ti-eo (ot versatio-s.

T1+50N

XF'
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FIGURE 2.6

Net force (a force of 5 N is
about 1.1 1b).

Applied forces Net force

5N I\
uN 7
sN+r )5N ON

5N

4Something in equilibrium is without a change in its state of motion. \ilhen we study rotational motion in

chapter g, we'll see that another condition for mechanical equilibrium is that the net torque eqwls zeto'

FIGURE 2.7

Burl Grey, who first introduced the

author to tension forces, suspends a

2-lb bag of flour lrom a spring scale'

sho*in"g its weighr and the tension in

the string of about 9 N'

FIGURE 2.8

The sum of the uPward vectors

equais the sum of the downward vec-

tois. IF : 0 and the scaffold is in
equilibrium.

ffi The Equilibrium Rule

r
I f ,o,, rie a string around a 2-pound bag of flour and hang it on a weighing scale

tii;;-r., j, , lpri"g in the scale ,.r.i.h., until the scale reads 2 pounds' The

,,ro.t.ojrprirrg l, .rr,d.r"" "stretching force" called tension. The same scale in a sci-

.".. LrU is'iikeiy calibrated to read tlie same force as 9 newtons. Both pounds and

newtons are units of weight, which in turn are units of force.. The bag of flour.is

attracted, to Earth *ith", gravitational force of 2 pound5-e1, squivalently,

9 ..*,o.tr. Hang twice ", L,,.h flour from the scale and the reading will be

1B newtons.
Note that there are two forces acting on the bag ef fl6u1-lsnsion force acting

"p;;; 
and weight acting do*,r*_a_rd]The two fl..e, on the bag are equal and

oiporir., 
"rrd 

thly ."r-t..i"to zero' Hence, the bag remains at 
-rest' 

In accord with

Newtons first law, no net force acts on the bag. we can look at Newton's first law in

a different light-tne c hanical equi li brium'

\rhen th"e net force on something is zero, we say that something is in

-..hrr,i".[ equilibrium.4 In mrth.-alical notation, the equilibrium rule is

IF:0
The symbol I stands for "rhe vector sum of" and F stands for "forces'" For a sus-

p.rrd.d object at rest, like the bag of flour, the rule says that the forces acting upward

;;;h. objea musr be balanced 6y oth.. forces acting downward tornake the vector

,,r- .qui zero. (Vector quantities take direction inio accounr, so if upward forces

"r. 
+, io*.*ard ones ".. -, "td, 

when added' they actually-subtract')

In Figure 2.8, we see the forces involved for Burl and Hewitt on their sign-

p"i*i"g'r."ffoli. Th. sum of the upward tensions is equal to the sum of their

i^,.ign,."pi.rs the weight of the scafiold. Note how the magnitudes of the two

;;";J .i..,o., .q.r"lih. magnitude of the three downward vectors. Net force on

the scaffold is zero, so we say it is in mechanical equilibrium'

Everythin g not undergoinq
changes in motion is in
mechanical equilibrium That's

when XF : o.
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Consider the gymnast hanglng from the rings.

t. lf she hangs wlth her weight evenly divided between the two rings, how
would scale readings in both supporting ropes compare with her welght?

z. Suppose she hangs wlth slightiy more of her weight supported by the 1eft
ring. How will the rlght scale read?

Check Your Answers

(Are you reading this before you have formulated reasoned answers in your think
ing? lf so, do you also exercise your body by watching others do push-ups? Exercise
your thinking:when you encounter the many Check point questions throughout
this book,think beJore you check the answers!)

r. The readlng on each scale will be half her weight.The sum of the readings on both
scales then equals her welght.

2. When more of her weight is,supported by the 1eft rin g, the reading on the rlght
scale wjll be less. For vertical or neaT-vertical ropes, the sum ofthe upward pu11s of
both scales will equal her weight. (The upward pul1s provided by the rope tensions
for nonparallel ropes is treated jn Flgure 5.25 on page 75.)

Pre*tj;ing Fhy*I*r

t. When Burl stands alone in the exact middle of his scaffold,
the left scale reads 5oo N. Fill in the reading on the right sca1e.
The total weight of Burl and the scaffold must be _ N.

z. Buri stands farther from the left. Fill ln the readino on the

,. ;t]:,il*ood, Burt dansles from the risht end. ril i, L.
reading on the right scale.

:*,' {,_;:- olr-1 L'l"i\. I:j"'. ii}l;,;,1;r'r. -

Do your answers illustrate the equilibrium rule? ln euestion r, the right
rope must be under 5oo N of tension because Burl js jn the m jddle and
both ropes support his weight eQually. Since the sum of upward tensions
rs tooo N, the total weiqht of Burl and the scaffold must be rooo N. Let's
call the upward tenslon forces *rooo N.Then the downward weights are

rooo N.Whathappenswhenyouadd +rooo N and rooo N?The
answeTis thattheyequal zero.sowe seethatlF : o.

For O_uestjon z, did you g et the corTect answer of 83o N? Reason in g: We
know from O.-uestjon r that the sum ofthe rope tenslons equals rooo N,
and since the Jeft rope has a tenston of r7o N, the other rope must make up
the difference-that rooo N - r7o N : 83o N. Cet jt? lf so, great. lf not, talk
about it wlth your friends until you do. Then read further.

The answer to Question j is tooo N. Do you see that this jllustrates 
?

IF-o
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FIGURE 2.9
(Left) The table pushes up on the
book with as much force as the
downward force of gravity on the
book. (Right) The spring pushes up
on your hand with as much force as

you exert to push down on the
spring.

G ravitationa I

fai rce

Su pport force
(scale reading)

FI6URE 2.10

The upward support is as much as

the downward gravitational force.

A zero net force on an object
doesn't mean the object must
be at rest, but that its state of
motion remar'ns unchanged. lt
can be at rest or moving
uniformly in a straight line.

ffi Support Force

r
I onsider a book lying ar resr on a rable. Ir is in equilibrium.'whar Forces acr on :-r
Lbookl Orr. fo.ce is lhat due to graviry-t he weight of the book. Since the book x

in equilibrium, there must be another force acting on the book to produce a ner tb:-r
of zero-an upward force opposite to the force of gravity. The table exerts this upri'":d
force. \7e call this the upward supportforce.fhis upward supporr force, often called r-,r
normalforce, must equal the weight of the bobk.' If we call ihe l,p*ard force posiu',-:
then the downward weight is negative, and the two add to become zero. The .r.t fo..*
on the book is zero. Another way to say rhe same thing is IF : 0.

To understand better that the table pushes up on the book, compare the case :,i
compressing a spring (Figure 2.9).If you push the spring down, you can feel r:r
spring pushing up on your hand. Similarly, the book lying on rhe table compresi:s
atoms in the table, which behave like microscopic springs. The weight of the bc',- h
squeezes downward on the atoms, and they squeeze upward on rhe book. In tl-:s
way, the compressed atoms produce the support force.

\il/hen you step on a bathroom scale, two forces act on tlie scale. One is to::
downward push on the scale-the result of gravity pulling on you-and the orher -i

the upward suppoff force of the foor. These forces squeeze a mechanism (in efte,-:.
a spring) within the scale that is calibrated to show the magnitude of the suppo::
force (Figure 2.10). k is this support force that shows your weight. \il/hen you u-ei=
yourself on a bathroom scale at rest, the support force and the force of gravin'
pulling you down have the same magnitude. Hence we can say rhar your weighr is

the force ofgraviry acting on you.

r. What is the net force on a bathroom scale when a r5o-pound person
stands on it?

2. Suppose you stand on two bathroom scales with your welght evenly
djvided between the two scales. What will each scale read? What happens
when you stand with more of your weight on one foot than the other?

Check Your Answers

l.Zera,asevidencedbythescaleremainingatrest.Thescalereadsthesupportforce,
which has the same magnitude as weight not the net force.

z. Thereadingoneachscaleishalfyourweight.Thenthesumofthescalereadings
will balance your weight and the net force on you will be zero. lf you lean more on

one scale than the othel more than half your weight wjll be read on that scale but
less on the othel so they will sti1l add up to your welght Like the example of the
gymnast hanging by the rings, if one scale reads two-thirds your weight, the other
scale will read one-third your weight.

ffi Equilibrium of Moving Things
r\tt
l{ est is only one form of equilibrium. An object moving at consranr speed in a

I lsrraight-line path is also in equilibrium. Equilibrium is a srate of no change. A
bowling ball rolling at constant speed in a straight line is in equilibrium-until ir
hits the pins. \Mhether at rest (static equilibrium) or steadily rolling in a straight-line
path (dynamic equilibrium), IF : 0.

5Thi. for.. acts at right angles to the surface. \r)7hen we sav "normal to," we are saying "at right angles

to," which is why this lorce is called a normal force.



- - rollows from Newton's first law that an object under the influence of only one
'-. .annot be in equilibrium. Net force couldnt be zero. Only when rwo or more
":.s act on it can it be in equilibrium. \7e can test whether or nor somerhing is in

- ---ibrium by noting whether or not it undergoes changes in its state of motion..-cnsider 
a crate being pushed horizontally across a factory foor. If it moves ar a

':=:r'speed in a straight-line path, it is in dynamic equilibrium. This tells us that
- ,:: than one force acts on the crate. Another fs16s 61is15-likely the force of fric-

.. benveen the crate and the floor. The fact that the net force on the crate equais
. : - - means that the force of friction must be equal and opposite to our pushing force.

- he equilibrium rule, IF : 0, provides a reasoned way to view all things at
''---balancing rocks, objects in your room, or the steel beams in bridges or in
' - ,ding construction. 'Wlhatever their configuration, if in static equilibrium, all act-
-: rorces always balance to zero. The same is true of objects that move steadily, not
::eding up, slowing down, or changing direction. For dynamic equilibrium, all
.-,ing forces also balance to zero. The equilibrium rule is one that allows you to see

.rre than meets the eye of the casual observer. It's nice to knowthe reasons for the

.riliry of things in our everyday world.
There are different forms of equilibrium. In Chapter 8, we'll talkabout rota-

, rnal equilibrium, and, in Part 4, we'll discuss thermal equilibrium associated with
-at. Physics is ever)"where.

An airplane flies at constant speed in a horizontal straight path. ln other
words, the flying plane is 1n equilibrium. Two horjzontal forces act on the
plane. One is the thrust of the propellers that push it forward, and the
other is the force of air resistance that acts in the opoosite directjon.
Which force js greater?

Check Your Answer

Both forces have the same magnitude. Call the forward force exerted by the pro-
pellers posltive.Then the air resistance is negatlve. Since the plane is in dynamic
equilibrium, can you see that the two forces combine to equal zero? Hence jt nej-
ther gains nor loses speed.

* The Moving Earth

ltl
l/lf t ." Copernicus announced the idea of a moving Earth in the 1 6th cenrury,
I I the concept of inertia was nor understood. There was much arguing and

debate about whether or not Earth moved. The amount of force required to keep
Earth moving was beyond imagination. Another argumenr against a moving Earth
was the following: Consider a bird,sitting ar resr at the top of a tall tree. On the
ground below is a fat, juicy worm. The bird sees the worm and drops vertically
below and catches it. This would be impossible, it was argued, if Earth moved as

Copernicus suggested. If Copernicus were correcr, Earth would have to rravel ar a
speed of 107,000 kilometers per hour to circle the Sun in one year. Convert this
speed to kilometers per second and you'll get 30 kilometers per second. Even if the
bird could descend from its branch in 1 second, the worm would have been swept
by the moving Earth a distance of 30 kilomerers away. It would be impossible for a
bird to drop straight down and catch a worm. But birds in fact do catchworms from
high tree branches, which seemed to be clear evidence that Earth must be at resr.

Can you refute this argument? You can if you invoke the idea of inertia. You see,

not only is Earth moving at 30 kilomerers per second but so are the rree, the branch
of the tree, the bird that sits on it, the worm below, and even the air in berween. All
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TI6URE 2.II
\X/hen the push on the crate is as

great as the force offriction between
the crate and the floot the net force
on the crate is zero and it slides at an
unchanging speed.

TIGURE 2.12

Can the bird drop down and catch
the worm if Earth moves ar 30 km/s?
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Ft6uRg 2.'r3

Vhen you flip a coin in a high-sPeed

airplane, it behaves as if the airplan_e

*.i. 
"t 

rest. The coin keePs uP with
1z6u-lng11ix in action]

. SUMMARY OF TERNAS

InertiaThe properly olrthings ro resist ch,anges in motion'

Newton's first law of motion (the law of inertia) Eve ry

object continues in a state ofrest or ofuniform speed in a

straight line unless acted on by a nonz-ero net force'

Force L"r Ihe simplest sense, a push or a pull'
Net forceThe r..tor r*rrl offorces that act on an object'

Mechanical equilibrium The state of an object or system

of objects ?or which there are no changes in motion'

REVlrw quEsTloNs

Each chapter in this book concludes tt'ith a set ofreuiew

questiolt;, exercises, and, for some chapters, ranking.exercises'

)ntl problems. The Reuiiw Questions are designed to belp y'ou 
.

,omprehrnd ideds and catch the essentiah ofthe chaprer material'

Yoill notice that answers t0 the questions can befound within

the chapters. In some chapters, there is a set ofsingb-step

numerical problems-Plug and Chug-thllt are ruetlnt t0

acquaint you with equations in the chapter' In some cltapters

Rinbing tasks ?rompt )tou to compare the magnilu(s of uarious

conceptlAll ciaptei h-aue Exercises that stress thinkingrather

than'mere rerai of informarion. Llnless 4ow couer only a fe.ru

chapters in your iorirr, 70, witt likety be expe.cted to tacle le ,only
ofr* r*rrrirrrfor each ihoptrr. Answers should be in complete

,inrrrrrr, *iti an explanirion or sketch when applicable' The

large nuntber ofexeicises is n al/ow Tour instructor a uide choice

are moving at 30 kilometers per second. Things in motion remain in motion if no

unbalanci forces are acting upon them. So, when the bird drops from the branch,

its initial sideways motion oi 30 kiio-eters per second remains unchanged. It

catches the worm, quite unaffected by the motion of its total environment.

Stand next to 
" 

wal1. Jump up so that your feet are no longer in contact with the

floor. Does the 30-kilomslsl-per-second wall slam into you? It doesnt, because you

are also traveling at 30 kilomerers pef second-before, during,_and after your jump.

The 30 kiiometlrs per second is the speed of Earth relative to the Sun, not the speed

of the wall relative to You'
people 400 years ago had difficulty with ideas like these, not only because they

failed io acknowledgJthe concept of inertia but because they were not accustomed

to moving in high-ipeecl vehicles. Slow bumpy rides_in h^orsedrawn carriages did

not lend ir.rnr.I,r., io erperiments that would reveal the effect of inertia' Today we

flip a coin in a high-speedcar, bus, or plane, and we catch the vertically moving coin

".'*. *ould if th-e vehicle were at ,.ri. W. see evidence for the law of inertia when

the horizontal motion of the coin before, during, and after the catch is the same'

The coin keeps up with us. The verticai force of gravity affects only the vertical

morion o[ rhe coin.
Our notions of motion today are very different from those of our ancestors.

Aristotle did not recognize the idea of inertia because he did not see that all moving

things follow the sami rules. He imagined that rules for motion in the heavens were

,r..y?iff...r.t from the rules of motion on Earth. He saw vertical motion as natural

bui horirontal motion as unnarural, requiring a sustained force. Galileo and

Newron, on rhe other hand, saw thar all moving things follow the same rules. To

them, moving things require no fotce to keep moving if there are no opposing

forces, ,.r.h "i 
frictlon. */. .", only wonder how differently science might have

progressed if Aristotle had recognized the unity of all kinds of motion.

In accord with Newton's first law, if at rest, the state

of rest persists. If moving, motion continues without
change.

Equilibrium rule For any object or system ofobiects in equi-

librium, the sum of the forces acting equals zero' In equa-

tion form. ,F : 0.

of assighrnents. Problems go further than Plug and Chugs and

|ror"i, clncepts that are io,, ,lea,'17 unders.rood with more
" 
c h allengin g i o m? utllti 0 ns. C h al lenging p r o b lems a.re i n di c at ed

ruith abull* (). Solutions to odd-numbered Rankings,

Exercises, and Problems are shown at the back of rhis book'

Additional problems are in the supplement Problem Soluing

in Conceptual Pbysics.

o'! : i I r=..:1 i r,: l-';'! .,:,ri:.: ;.;:.lr :ri

1. Contrast Aristotle's ideas of natural motion and violent

motion.
2. \7hat class of motion, natural or vioient, did Aristotle

attribute to motion of the Moon?

3. What state of motion did Aristotle attribute to E'arth?
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=T 
t { 1E+ +g:,8 €'h * fi+i.O U9 rt ft * A:'t?;

+. 'What relationship between the Sun and Earth did Coper-
nicus formulate?

:: :::;::Eq Ii;=r# t** l-*m,*€"lri; T+-:i=r,.,-ri:

5. \7hat did Galileo discover in his legendary experiment on
the LeaningTower of Pisa?

-:.",, : n t

6. Vhat did Galileo discover about moving bodies and force
in his experiments with inclined planes?

-. Vhat does it mean to say that a moving object has iner-
tia? Give an example.

8. Is inertia the reason for moving objects maintaining
motion ot the n/tme given to this property?

:., := i s: !E 
: r ilj i x r, t 1..;a u,,e + { EF=,e E i t:;t*+

9. Cite Newtons first 1aw of motion.

....:..;=ilarf;l

10. What is the net force on a cart that is pulled to the right
with 100 pounds and to the left with 30 pounds?

1 1. \7hy do we say that force is a vector quantity?

' :,: E q *t i it-;ri*,a:'st #;*.8*

12. Can force be expressed in units ofpounds and also in
units of newtons?

13. What is the net force on an object that is pulled with
80 newtons to the right and 80 newtons to the left?

14. \X4rat is the net force on a bag pulled down by graviry
with 18 newtons and pulled upward by a rope with
18 newtons?
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15. \7hat does it mean to say something is in mechanical
equilibrium?

16. State the equilibrium rule in symbolic notation.

E"+p;-**,tt fl*r,*u:r

17. Consider a book that weighs 15 N at rest on a flat table.
How many newtons of support force does the table
provide? \7hat is the net force on the book in this case?

18. \X/hen you stand at rest on a bathroom scale, how does

your weight compare with the support force by the scale?

=l:{'t'}"e!Ti?.FT{;,+":'"r'i 
d.}'F,i'RElr},'i?eff Etiat4*

19. A bowling ball at rest is in equilibrium. Is the ball in equilib-
rium when it moves at constant speed in a straightJine path?

20. What is the test for whether or not a moving object is in
equilibrium?

21. If you push on a crate with a force of 100 N and it slides

at constant velociry how much is the friction acting on
the crate?

TL:l ;..!-**+il; -#ar+;

Z2.What concept was missing in peopiet minds in the
16th century when they couldnt believe Earth was moving?

23. Abirdsitting in a tree is traveling at 30 km/s relative to
the faraway Sun. V{hen the bird drops to the ground
below, does it still go 30 km/s, or does this speed become
zeto?

24. Stand next to a wall that travels at 30 km/s relative to the
Sun. -i7ith your feet on the ground, you also travel the
same 30 km/s. Do you maintain this speed when your
feet leave the ground? \fhat concept supports your
answer?

25. IX/hat did Aristotle fail to recognize about the rules of
nature for objects on Earth and in the heavens?

, .,'t:i,::;!r: :,ii:]iiii:ii:iiri:::i'=;:ri.:ii:,itria:iiii;:ri:al!.],',, ili:i1i;ir':li::ii:,i-!:llr"lrl!liiil::ri.r,::,::L ,r1rr|r,

RANKING

1. The weights of Burl, Paul, and the scaffold produce
tensions in the supporting ropes. Rank the tension in the

lefi rcpe, from most to ieast, in the three situations, A, B,

and C.

i-:-]* il**l- d"-l
2. Rank the net force on the block from least to most in the

four situations, A, B, C, and D.

to n JTFI .'/ N EIIPN*-1?-]!EI*N'.uEPt

3. Different materials, A, B, C, and D, rest on a table.

a. From greatest to least, rank them by how much thev
resist being set into motion.

b. From greatest to least, rank them by the support
(normal) force the table exerts on them.

4. Three pucks, A, B, and C, are shown sliding across ice at
the noted speeds. Air and ice friction forces are negligible.

2 mls 4 mls-+ .+
* qq{. __-@L_

AB

6 m/s

..@,
C

Rank them, from greatest to least, by the force needed

to keep them moving.
Rank them, from greatest to least, by the force needed
to stop them in the same time interval.

15 kg iron
2 kg pillow
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EXERCISES

Please do not be intimidared by the krge number of exercises in this

book. .4s mentioned earlier, ifyour course work is to couer manl
chapters, your instructor will likely assign only afetu exercises

fiom each.

1. A ball rolling along a floor doesnt continue rolling inde6-
nitely. Is it because it is seeking a place ofrest or because

some force is acting upon it? If the latter, identifi, the force.
2. Copernicus postulated that Earth moves around the Sun

(rather than the other way around), but he was troubled
about the idea. tVhat concepts of mechanics was he miss-

ing (concepts later introduced by Galileo and Newton)
that would have eased his doubts?

3. \7hat Aristotelian idea did Galileo discredit in his fabled
Leaning Tower demonstration ?

4. \What Aristotelian idea did Galileo demolish with his
experiments with inciined planes?

5. Was it Galileo or Newton who first proposed the concept
of inertia?

i'6. Asteroids have been moving through space fbr billions of
years.'W'hat keeps them moving?

7. A space probe may be carried bv a rocket inro outer space

Vhat keeps the probe moving after the rocker no lonser
pushes it?

8. In ansu-er ro the question ''\\}at keeps Earrl:--o.inS
around rhe Sun:" a tiiend asserts rira: ire::i: -..:. ::
moving. Correct t'our fiie ni r -::oiilru: :-i:a:::L':-.

9. Your friend sar-s rhar in.:ria is .r t::e :l^.:: i;.:. :ri:g. ::.

rheir place. either at rest o: ir :nlr:i,l:. Ju- r'--* --::;=:
Vhr or uhr nori

10. Whv is it importanr that Tim puli sir:r:-'.' i.,,'.'..-'.-..: j
u'hen he atrempts to s'hip the clorl ::c:l: i;:..=::. ::.
dishes? (\Vhat occurs iihe pulls slish:..'r'pri'31.:1

11. Consider a ball at rest in the middle of a toywagon.
\fhen the wagon is pulled forward, the ball rolls against
the back of the wagon. Interpret this observation in terms
of Newtont first 1aw.

12. In tearing a paper towel or plastic bag from a roll, why is a

sharp jerk more effective than a slow pull?
13. Ifyou're in a car at rest thar gets hit from behind, you can

suffer a serious neck injury called whiplash. \7hat does
rvhiplash have to do with Newtont 6rst 1aw?

14. In terms of Newton's first law (the law of inertia), how
does a car headrest help to guard against whiplash in a

rear-end collision?
15. \X&v do you iurch forward in a bus that suddenly slows?

\\Tn'do ,vou lurch backward rvhen it picks up speed?

\{hat larv applies here?

16. Suppose that you're in a moving car and the m6tor stops
running. You step on the brakes and slorv the car to half
speed. Ifvou release your foot from the brakes, will the
car speed up a bit, or will it continue at half speed and
sloq'due to friction? Defend your ans\\'er.

17, \\hen vou push a cart, it moves. 'Vhen \-ou srop pushing,
ir comes ro rest. Does this violate Ne\rton's law of inertia?
Detind your answer.

18. Each bone in the chain of bones forming vour spine is

separated from its neighbors bv disks ofelastic tissue.
\\hat happens. then, rvhen vou jump hear-ilv onto your
tiet tiom an elevated position? (,Yizr, Thrnk about
the hammerhead in Figure f .5.) Can r-ou rhink of a

:eason s-hr'\-ou are a lirtle taller in rhe morning than
ar niqht?

19. Start a ball rolling dos"n a borvlins allei'and vou'll find
rhar it mo.'es sliehtlv slou'e r s'irh rime . Does this violate
\esit n's las oi ine rtia: De tlnd \-our ans\\'er.

20. Coesicie r a pair of tbrce.. one ha. ins a magnitude of
It; \ and rhe orh:r a masnliude or I I \. \\-har ma-xi-

:: :l: ;i:'j-; : ::.:: r.. :t r'-l;' 
- "* tb rce s : \\'ha'r is

21. \\ :c: :r; orl::: i. i:. --=:1:a-:i;.ri rquilibrium. u'hat can
i. ;..:::;:1. .:-i .ir,:: ,:.i- n. lor;ts rhar act on it? Must
l!- :-.: :a::; a.-::i:::l-.- :: :.:O:

22. { ::r..-<.'.' :r:i.i: .:=:il::.:-,' a: rh. end oia vertical r.ine.
1),1-:: :-.'.,- :'--::.s ,i:: o:r -:r- nonk<r'i \\hich. if either, is
-- ----l:- a; -=-.

23. t"rl ::. rr'tric:: r. ii :ne;hanic:-i equilibrium s-hen only a

si:gl; rc:;: i..:s o: ir: Etplain.
24, \\aea : ba.i is ros..d straiEht up. ir momentarilv comes

to a s:op a: rie top of irs pa:h. Is ir in equilibrium during
this brieimomenr: \\hi'or s'hv nor?

25. A hockev puck slides across the ice at a constant speed. Is
it in equilibrium? \\hr-or rr'hr-not?

26. Can vou sav that no force acts on a body at rest? Or is it
correct to sav rhat no zrrr tbrce acrs on it? Defend your

27. Nellie Neu,ton hangs at rest tiom the ends of
the rope as shorvn. Hou'does rhe reading on

. the scale compare rvith her u.eight?
28, Harry the painter swings vear after year from

his bosuns chair. His rveight is 500 N and the
rope, unknown to him, has a breaking point of
300 N. \W4ry doesn't the rope break when he is
supported as shown at the left? One day, Harry is paint-
ing near a flagpole, and, for a change, he ties the free end
of the rope to the flagpole instead of to his chair, as shown
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at the right. \Xihy did Harry end up taking his vacation

early?

29. For the puliey system shown, what is the upper limit of
weight the strong man can lift?
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force of friction between the cabinet and the floor greater

than, less than, or equal to 600 N? Defend your answer.

40. Consider a crate at rest on a factory floor. As a pair of
workmen begin lifting it, does the support force on the
crate provided by the floor increase, decrease, or remain
unchanged? \7hat happens to the support force on the

workmens feet?

41. Two people each pull with 300 N on a rope in a tug of
war. \7hat is the net force on the rope? How much force

is exerted on each person by the rope?

42.Two forces act on a parachutist falling in air: weight and

air drag. Ifthe fall is steady, with no gain or loss ofspeed,
then the parachutist is in dynamic equilibrium. How do

the magnitudes o[weight and air drag compare?

41. A child learns in school that Earth is traveling faster than
100,000 kilometers per hour around the Sun and, in a
frightened tone, asks why we arent swept off' tVhat is

your explanation?
44.Before the time of Galileo and Newton, some learned

scholars thought that a stone dropped from the top ofa
tall mast of a moving ship would fall vertically and hit the

deck behind the mast by a distance equal to how far the

ship had moved forward while the stone was falling. in
light of your understanding of Newtons first 1aw, what do

you think about this?

45. Because Earth rotates once every 24hous, the west wall
in your room moves in a direction toward you at a linear

speed that is probably more than 1000 kilometers per

hour (the exact speed depends on your latitude)' Vhen
you stand facing the wall, you are carried along at the

same speed, so you don't noticq it. But when you jump
upward, with your feet no longer in contact with the

floor, why doesn't the high-speed wa1l slam into you?

46.7f yor toss a coin straight upward while riding in a train,
where does the coin land when the motion of the train is

uniform along a straight-line track? \When the train
slows while the coin is in the air? When the train is

turning?
47 , The smokestack of a stationary toy train consists of a ver-

tical spring gun that shoots a steel ball a meter or so

straight into the air-so straight that the ball always falls

back into the smokestack. Suppose the train moves at

constant speed along the straight track. Do you think
the ball will still return to the smokestack if shot from the

moving train? Vhat if the train gains speed along the

straight track? Vhat if it moves at a constant speed on a

circular track? \fhy do your answers differ?

48. Consider an airplane that flies due east on a trip, then
returns flying due west. Flying in one direction, the

plane flies with Earth's rotation, and in the opposite
direction, against Earth's rotation. But, in the absence

of winds, the times of flight are equal either way. \7hy is

this so?

2.Hemy Hear,yweight weighs 1200 N and stands on a pair

of bathroom scales so that one scale reads twice as much

as the oth€r. What are the scale readings?

30. If the strong man in the previous exercise exerts a down-

ward force of sOo X on the roPe, how much upward force

is exerted on the block?

31. A force of graviry pulls downward on a book on a table.
-ff4rat forci prevents the book from accelerating downward?

32. How many significant forces act on a book at rest on a

table? Identifi, the forces.

33. Consider the normal force on a book at rest on a tabletop. If
the table is tilted so that the surface forms an inclined plane,

will the magnitude of the normal force change? If so, how?

34. When you push downward on a book at rest on a table,

you feel an .,pward force . Does this force depend on fric-

tion? Defend your answer.

35. Place a heary book on a table and the table pushes up on

the book.'Why doesnt this upward push cause the book

to rise from the table?

36, As you stand on a floor, does the foor exert an upward

force against your feet? How much force does it exert?

\7hy are you not moved upward by this force?

37. An empry jug of weight Wrests on a table ' What is the

..rppott force exerted on the jug by the table? \7hat is

theiupport force when water of weight zz is poured into
the jug?

38. If you pull horizontally on a crate with a force of 200 N,
it slides across the floor in dynamic equilibrium. How
much friction is acting on the crate?

39. In order to slide a hear'y cabinet across the foor at con-

stant speed, you exert a horizontal force of 600 N. Is the

iPROBLEMS

1. Lucy Lightfoot stands with one foot on one bathroom

.cal. ,nd her other foot on a second bathroom scale. Each

scale reads 350 N. What is Lucy's weight?
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3. The sketch shows a paintert scafFold in mechanical equi-
Iibrium. The person in the middle weighs 500 N, and
the tensions in each rope are 400 N. \7hat is the weight
of the scaffold?

4. A different scaffold that weighs 400 N supports two
painters, one 500 N and the other 400 N. The reading in
the Ieft scale is 800 N. V/hat is the reading in the right-
hand scale?

Ii CHAPTER 2 ONLINE RESOURCES

Videos

x Newton's Law of lnertia
x The OldTablecloth Trick
x Toilet Paper Roll
r lnertia of a Cylinder
x lnertia of an Anvil
x Definition of a Newton
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Quirzes
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